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Dissertation Abstract 

Three Compositions for Percussion Ensemble: Tablet 7055 (2020), Fountain 
(2021), and Boal Machines (2020) 

 
By 

Zachary David Vlastislav Hejny 
 

 This dissertation presents analyses and musical scores for three original 

compositions for percussion ensemble – Tablet 7055 (2020), Fountain (2021), and 

Boal Machines (2020). The analyses include explanations of the works' conceptual 

motivations, instrumentations, musical materials, developmental processes, 

structures, and uses of live electronics. As a set, these pieces illustrate core aesthetic 

principles in my artistic practice as well as various approaches to arranging performer 

action and interaction in experimental percussion music. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents scores and analyses of three original pieces for percussion 

ensemble – Tablet 7055 (2020), Fountain (2021), and Boal Machines (2020) – to 

demonstrate some of the musical inquiries I address through my compositional work. 

I chose these pieces because they share foundational aesthetic and structural concerns 

while making use of contrasting technical resources and surface materials.    

Each piece uses a percussion instrumentation that prioritizes non-pitched and semi-

pitched sound sources as well as varying degrees of live electronics elements. These 

materials allow me to circumvent certain musical concerns such as harmony, mode, 

or melody, and focus on processes of timbral development as the primary means to 

construct forms. These forms are all teleological; each can be characterized as a 

deterministic transformation from an initial state to an end state. 

The rhythmic structures in these pieces are not based on typical concepts of meter or 

phrasing. In Tablet 7055, the two generative materials – a dense interlocking texture 

and tolling unison chords – undergo independent processes of rhythmic degradation 

(becoming sparser and more scattered throughout the piece). These concurrent but 

unrelated transformations create emergent rhythmic relationships that are not defined 

by an underlying musical meter. In Fountain and Boal Machines, rhythmic details 

emerge as the result of alternative modes of musical action based on physical gestures 

and performer interactivity. Each technique is a different means of creating an 

ecological system using its constituent sonic materials. Not all these systems can be 
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elegantly notated through conventional means, and I devised more appropriate 

notations to convey these ideas to the performers.  

The paper is organized into three sections. Each presents a detailed analysis of one of 

the compositions: Tablet 7055, Fountain, and Boal Machines. The analyses include 

descriptions of conceptual motivations, instrumentations, primary musical materials, 

developmental processes, structures, and any uses of live electronics.  

 

TABLET 7055 (2020) 

Introduction 

Tablet 7055 was written for the UCSC student percussion ensemble and 

completed in early 2020. It is scored for ten players using conventional staff notation. 

The composition deals primarily with two types of material: non-pitched composite 

melodies made by layering interlocking rhythms together and a set of five chords 

derived from spectral analyses of hanging gong instruments. The form is 

characterized by gradual transformative processes using these materials. These 

processes were designed independently so that any moments of interaction between 

them are coincidental. This creates an ecological relationship between the material 

that I prefer over typical musical relationships structured around repeating meters or 

melodic phrases.  
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There are two distinct timbre groups used in the piece. One comprises three scales of 

non-pitched percussion instruments: five woodblocks, five loose membrane drums 

(bass drum, two floor toms, two rack toms), and five tight membrane drums (conga, 

two large bongos, two small bongos). The second group comprises pitched percussion 

instruments and semi-pitched auxiliary instruments: piano, glockenspiel, crotales, six 

brake drums, five hanging gongs, sizzle cymbal, cowbell, triangle, and metal spiral. I 

spread the non-pitched instruments evenly throughout the ensemble such that no 

individual player has access to more than one woodblock, drum, or bongo sound. This 

means that any melodic material using these sets may arise only through the 

composite of several players’ parts. I then added the pitched percussion instruments 

to certain players’ setups based on individual specialization or capacity to handle 

more responsibility. The auxiliary metal instruments were added during rehearsal to 

ornament the pitched percussion instruments and help bridge the timbral gap between 

those and the non-pitched instruments. 

 

Figure 1, Instrumentation list for Tablet 7055 
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The title Tablet 7055 refers to cuneiform, a diverse set of writing systems from the 

ancient Middle East. In these practices, scribe guilds used wedged styli to engrave 

poetry, economic records, foreign language dictionaries, and other information onto 

clay tablets of various size. Early cuneiform traditions used pictographs to symbolize 

full words or concepts, but later Sumerian systems used phonetic characters to build 

syllables, words, and sentences (Finkel and Taylor, 6-22). The writing on these tablets 

is often arranged in dense horizontal arrays of close-knit wedges, dots, and scrapes 

that have rhythmic qualities when viewed abstractly. 

 

Figure 2, Cuneiform tablet 

(accessed from https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_K-3118) 

 

 

https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_K-3118
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Figure 3, Cuneiform tablet 

(accessed from https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_Rm-II-454) 

 

I harbor a general interest in writing systems like cuneiform because their high 

modularity and dense visual topographies feel akin to certain drumming styles I 

study, particularly Balinese kendang tunggal. This style of drumming is 

improvisatory and accompanies fast dance music. It prioritizes a couple aesthetic 

principles to maintain an energy level appropriate for dancers’ choreographies: 1) 

prominent strokes should be syncopated against the main pulse as often as possible, 

and 2) the player should fill as much of the rhythmic space as possible. Learning to 

perform kendang tunggal (as it was presented to me) is like learning a phonetic 

writing system. The student is first given a set of strokes. Once they can make defined 

sounds, the strokes are combined into short rudiments (i.e., syllables). Eventually, the 

https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_Rm-II-454
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teacher will give the student full 4- or 8-beat phrases that use the rudiments and 

introduce structural concepts. This pedagogical process lays the foundations for the 

student’s improvisational vocabulary. 

There are no literal connections between cuneiform symbols or Balinese kendang 

patterns and the rhythmic material in Tablet 7055. However, images of cuneiform 

tablets and reading about their history inspired the core structural concept for my 

composition, that of degradation. Many of the tablets in museum collections are 

fragmented, missing large chunks, or their clay has eroded away. These types of 

physical decay add another layer of rhythmic quality to the artifacts separate from the 

culture that produced the writing itself.  The languages used to write cuneiform are no 

longer in use today. Archaeologists and linguists have recovered their meaning 

through waves of translation efforts. Therefore, the meaning of the texts has also 

eroded and transformed. These considerations inspired me to create musical material 

(maybe resembling some type of writing system) that would undergo processes of 

physical degradation throughout the performance. Below is transcription of a 

cuneiform tablet from the British Museum alongside a page from the score to Tablet 

7055 that might help illustrate the conceptual kinship I feel between writing systems 

and the performance of percussion music. 
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Figure 4, Cuneiform tablet transcription 

(accessed from https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_K-3118) 

 

https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_K-3118
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Figure 5, Score page from Tablet 7055 featuring rhythmic degradation of the 
interlocking texture 

 

The number 7055 references the systems used to catalog collections of cuneiform 

tablets. It also pays homage to my kendang teacher, I Ketut Widianta (aka Keplug). 

7055 was the license plate number on the Yamaha Vixion motorcycle I rode as a 

graduate student in Indonesia. The number resembles the word JOSS, an 

onomatopoeic slang similar in meaning to the English “pumped!” Keplug pointed this 

out and would tease me as I pulled into his driveway for practice by shouting “Joss! 

Joss!” It always made me excited to play, and the rhythmic sensibilities in this 

composition reflect the influence of those learning experiences in Bali.  
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Material 1: Melodic hocket texture, timbral accretion, rhythmic degradation 

The piece opens with a composite texture built from individual strikes of the 

five woodblocks. Its initial state is quiet, steady, and completely saturates the 

rhythmic grid outlined by eighth-note subdivisions. I generated this sequence first as 

a monophonic melody by applying James Tenney’s dissonant counterpoint algorithm. 

This algorithm selects elements from a collection while changing the probability that 

each element might be chosen on the next iteration. When an element is selected, its 

probability to be chosen next is reduced to a low value and the other elements’ 

probabilities increase by some increment or ratio (Polansky, Barnett, and Winter 7). 

The algorithm allows composers to manipulate the density of individual elements 

within random melodic sequences. I used the algorithm to generate this sequence 

because I wanted the relationships between the sounds to be non-hierarchical and to 

avoid recognizable motivic material that might influence the perception of the piece. 

To give the melody some texture, I added a small probability that the algorithm 

would choose two elements at once (i.e., a dyad).  

Although this woodblock melody could have been performed by a single musician, I 

chose to spread the non-pitched instrument groups (woodblocks, bongos/conga, and 

tom-toms/bass drum) throughout the ensemble to create a sense of spatial diffusion in 

the sound. It also minimized imbalances in the ensemble itself, made up of players 

with a variety of experience levels. Working with composites allowed me to assign 

simpler rhythms to younger players and more sophisticated rhythms to experienced 

players without disturbing the melodic flow of this material. 
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Between measures 1 and 63 (when the first pitched chord occurs), the composite 

texture undergoes processes of timbral development. The first process interjects 

melodic strands using the sets of bongos and drums. These new strands replace the 

woodblock sounds so that the texture remains monophonic. I determined the onsets 

and durations of these interjection events using simple growth curves. The curves 

represent the probability that a bongo or drum melody will occur and the minimum 

and maximum durations that it could last. I generated models of these events until I 

found one that created a smooth transformation between a purely woodblock texture 

(measure 1) and a mostly drum/bongo texture (measure 57). 

 

Figure 6, Timbre profile for opening section of Tablet 7055 

After composing this melodic content, I added other layers of timbral transformation 

to further intensify the approach to measure 63. The first is a gradual inclusion of 

accented notes against the otherwise pianissimo texture. I did not model these notes 

with its own algorithm, but instead chose to accent certain notes where the melodic 

algorithm had chosen to produce a dyad. I intuitively increased the density of 

accented notes throughout the section. Next, I diversified the texture by inserting 

relatively long rolls. I coupled the onsets of these rolls with certain accented notes to 

m. 1 m. 24 m. 40 m. 63

woodblocks

bongo/conga

toms/bass drum
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create a physical relationship between the two. I determined which accents would 

“trigger” rolled notes intuitively but also according to a general notion of exponential 

growth.  

 

Figure 7, Score page from Tablet 7055 showing accented and rolled notes 
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Between measures 63 and 145, the non-pitched hocket material begins to undergo 

processes of rhythmic transformation. The onsets of the pitched chords (beginning on 

beat two of measure 63) create ripples in the hocket texture that last several measures 

before settling back into a quiet, stable form. I composed these ripples as individual 

miniatures according to my own feeling. They are characterized by loud dynamics, 

faster hocket spurts (using 16th notes and triplets), accented staccato unisons played 

by several musicians, and moments of rest. The introduction of these pitched chords 

begins a process of rhythmic degradation in the hocket texture. The use of 16th notes 

and triplets destabilizes the otherwise steady flow of eighth notes, and increasingly 

frequent and long pockets of rest are inserted until the hocket has disappeared 

completely by measure 145. 
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Figure 8, Score page from Tablet 7055 showing heightened rhythmic activity 
following a chord attack 
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Material 2: Spectral gong chords 

The pitched material in this piece is centered around five chords. They are 

first performed as unisons beginning in measure 63 and then undergo their own 

processes of rhythmic degradation and re-orchestration that lasts until the end of the 

piece. I derived these chords using spectral analyses of five hanging gongs in the 

UCSC percussion studio. I approximated high energy frequency bands in the gong 

sounds with equal tempered pitches, as illustrated below. The first few orchestrations 

of the chords adhere to the voicings and ranges of these original analyses. Later in the 

piece though, I revoiced the chords intuitively to make use of the wide ranges of 

timbre and register in the instrumentation. I do not consider the chords or voicings to 

be functional in any tonal sense. Like the gongs themselves, the chords are used as 

musical objects, and any relationship between adjacent chords is melodic and not 

harmonic. 
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Figure 9, Spectrogram images from hanging gongs and the chords they derived 

 

The chords first appear as tolling unisons. I determined their onsets probabilistically 

according to simple growth curves. From the second beat of measure 63 until measure 

186, the onsets become more frequent, but their rhythmic degradations also become 

more severe. Once I established the general layout of these onsets, I determined 

which gong chord would be used for each using the dissonant counterpoint algorithm.  

The process of rhythmic degradation for these chords is different than that of the non-

pitched composite texture. With each chord onset, the width of the attack becomes 
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thicker. This is first done through alternative playing techniques such as rolled piano 

chords and mallet flams (measure 84), then by adding discrete notes just before or 

after the chord onset (measure 94). The pitched instruments “miss” the chord attacks 

more often and by greater distances until they begin to create more diverse rhythmic 

structures. I measured these rhythmic displacements using a polyrhythm grid 

comprised of nine concurrent streams of note values: quarter note, five 16th notes, 

four triplets, six 16th notes, five triplets, seven 16th notes, half note, nine 16th notes, 

and seven triplets. The following images show the beginning of this rhythmic grid, 

and a point in the middle where all but one of the layers converge again. I did not 

work with this grid in any exhaustive sense, so there is no need to present it here 

entirely. 

 

beat 1 beat 12 ...
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Figure 10, Excerpts from the polyrhythm grid used to measure chord rupturing 

After the onsets became scattered, I composed them by choosing an arbitrary note 

from this grid as the center of the onset. Then I assigned each pitched instrument a 

rhythmic layer from the grid to determine its rhythmic displacement. As they become 

longer and more frequent, the onset periods begin to overlap. The rhythms displaced 

after an onset start to interfere with the rhythms displaced before the next. When this 

occurred (especially later in the piece) I bridged overlapping onsets together by 

allowing displaced rhythmic layers to continue throughout discrete onsets. This 

... beat 409 beat 420
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method created longer polyrhythm cycles using a mixture of the pitch material from 

several gong chords.  

 

Material 3: Spatial hocket 

A new material emerged during the compositional process that I had not 

originally planned to incorporate into the piece. For this material, melodies are not 

determined by selecting sequences of individual instruments from timbre sets. 

Instead, melodic motion is determined by the spatial layout of musicians in the 

ensemble. In the section beginning at measure 184, each successive sound is 

determined such that the progression of sounds “ratchets” across the horizontal 

ensemble formation. I generated this material by drawing vertical undulations on a 

page and then creating analogous contours on the staff paper.  
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Figure 11, Score page from Tablet 7055 showing spatial melodic motion 

To make this material dynamic and visceral, I used faster note values (16th notes) 

whenever the melody approaches a trough or peak and used slower note values 

(eighth notes and triplets) when the melody leaves a trough or peak. This creates a 

whipping movement across the ensemble that the audience can track with their eyes 

while listening. It allows the performance space itself to be a primary musical object 

and provides a refreshing contrast with the spatially neutral hocket melodies and gong 

chords used previously.  
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The section echoes the timbral development of the opening hocket section. It is first 

built using discrete strikes of the non-pitched instruments. Rolled notes are gradually 

added that coincide rhythmically with the peaks or troughs of the spatial pattern. 

These sounds articulate the endpoints of the spatial motion while building tension that 

is finally released when the gong chords return as crashing unisons in measure 221. 

The coincidence of these chords with the spatial movement leading towards strikes of 

the bass drum creates perceptual illusion that the spatial ratchet itself is striking the 

chords.  

 

Structure 

The form of Tablet 7055 is mostly defined by concurrent processes of 

degradation in the non-pitched hocket texture and the interjecting gong chords. These 

processes truly begin on the second beat of measure 63, when the first chord appears. 

The section leading to measure 63 establishes a relatively static character, which 

maximizes the potential surprise of the chord onset and subsequent rhythmic ripple 

event. The accretion of timbral novelty in the beginning contributes a subtle sense of 

momentum or tension leading to this moment.  

The rhythmic degradation in these two musical layers after measure 63 occurs 

independently according to their own systems. I consider the relationship between 

these layers to be ecological (as opposed to contrapuntal or conversational). The 

onsets of gong chords affect the momentary character of the non-pitched interlocking 
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instruments in a way that feels akin to a lightning strike followed by some moments 

of thunder, or hiker causing a family of crickets to stop chirping when s/he passes by 

their bush. There is an interesting moment between measures 107 and 127 when the 

rhythms of the gong onsets are becoming so scattered that they no longer produce 

such jarring attack events. They lose their punctuating function and begin to exhibit 

more of a wind chime character between measures 148-185. The progressive 

degradation of the chords’ unison attack rhythm generates a new type of material on 

its own in the form of twinkling polyrhythm tapestries.  
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Figure 12, The first unison chord attack (left) and a ruptured gong attack 64 measures 
later (right) 
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I intervened on this process in measure 185 to present the spatial hocket of the non-

pitched instruments. Once I decided to begin the hocket here, I retroactively 

embedded material that foreshadows the spatial movement of non-pitched sounds 

starting around measure 130. Because no attention is drawn to it, this material is 

perceived as part of the opening texture becoming sparse and disappearing. I also 

modified some of the loud ripple events to include spatial sweeps across the ensemble 

to reinforce preparation of the spatial ratchet. In this way, I attempted to dovetail the 

rhythmic degradation of the interlocking material with the emergence of the spatial 

material to make it feel like they came from the same place. 

The spatial hocket material is presented alone and does not have any rests from 

measures 186-221. This 35-measure section recapitulates the opening of the piece. 

The timbres are developed in a similar way, except that this section begins with drum 

instruments and gradually incorporates wood blocks. The number of rolls increases 

(to build tension) until pitched chords are reintroduced as unison by the piano and 

gongs at measure 221. These chords are aligned with bass drum attacks that occur at 

one end of the spatial hocket gesture. The coordination of these chords with the 

spatial movement creates a novel physicality in the performance. To the audience, it 

seems as if the hocket itself is “striking” the chords. The pitched material from 

measure 221 to the end presents a summary of the degradation of the gong chord 

onsets. The last unison chord lands at measure 243. And from measures 247-270, the 

pitched instruments continue their process of degradation (as if they never stopped) 

and perform stretched polyrhythm cycles to end the piece. 
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Figure 13, Score page from Tablet 7055 showing coordination between spatial 
melody and chord onsets 
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Figure 14, Final measures from Tablet 7055 showing completely ruptured gong chord 
polyrhythm 
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FOUNTAIN (2021) 

Introduction 

Fountain is a composition for percussion and live electronics. The original 

version was written in late 2019 for the Line Upon Line percussion trio from Austin, 

Texas. This paper presents a revised version finished in March 2021 that will be 

performed by some artist friends of mine. The piece does not use traditional 

percussion instruments or playing techniques. The piece is based around a couple 

basic physical gestures. There is a large glass bowl filled with small hard objects 

(rocks, bells, marbles, etc.) and placed on a mechanical “shake table” in the center of 

the stage. The performers rustle through the objects from this bowl, lift, and drop 

them onto one of three percussion sculptures arranged around the bowl in a 

semicircle. The sounding material of each sculpture is made from different materials: 

metal, wood, and water. There are contact microphones attached to both the center 

bowl and these sculptures that send the sounds of these objects through mixers and a 

laptop. These sounds are then manipulated through various independent and 

interrelated digital processing systems and sent out again through four loudspeakers 

surrounding the audience. The piece is structured by a loose choreography, and its 

duration is determined by how long it takes the ensemble to remove all but three of 

the objects from the bowl. The bowl becomes lighter throughout the performance, 

which causes it to shake more violently and the remaining objects to bounce around 

freely. Meanwhile, the amount of electronically generated sound “residue” becomes 
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more present and active. The performance system can be viewed as a translation 

between the simple action of dropping objects and this final emergent state. 

 

Equipment, instrumentation, and stage setting 

A performance of the piece requires the following audio equipment: 

• Laptop and audio interface with at least 4 input and 4 output channels 

• Around 10-12 contact microphones (to attach to various surfaces of the bowl 

and percussion sculptures) 

• 1 hydrophone (to submerge in the water sculpture) 

• 3 mixers with at least 4 input channels (one mixer for each sculpture; to mix 

the signals from contact microphones into a single signal for processing) 

• 1 master mixer and 4 loudspeakers 

Since this composition does not use standard percussion instruments, its 

instrumentation is likely to change from performance to performance. The following 

describes some general restrictions for how to construct and arrange the sound 

sources in Fountain: 

The center bowl must be made of glass. It must be at least 6 inches deep, and its 

opening should be wide enough for two people to fit both hands at the same time. Its 

outer surface should have a relatively flat area to attach a contact microphone. The 

microphone should be plugged into the first input of the audio interface.  
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The bowl should be filled nearly to its brim with small hard objects about one 

centimeter in diameter. These objects may be made of different materials, but it is 

best to use hard materials like stone, metal, and marble to ensure they make strong 

sounds when dropped on the sculptures. The bowl should be glued to the surface of a 

shake table – a flat surface suspended by compression springs and made to shake by a 

circular motor. The motor must be strong enough (or the glass bowl light enough) to 

cause three objects to “dance” around inside the bowl at the end of the piece. I built 

the version used here from a repurposed table saw motor and some scrap lumber. 

 

Figure 15, Glass bowl and shake table 
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The metal sculpture makes sound via 4-6 flat pieces of metal. These can be 

repurposed cymbals, tin dishes, or scraps. They should be suspended at varying 

heights on 2-3 vertical rods drilled into flat bases. These bases should be placed close 

to each so that the metal pieces hang over one another. This allows objects dropped 

from above to fall onto most of the metal before hitting the floor. A contact 

microphone should be placed on the bottom surfaces of the metal and routed first 

through a local mixer and then into the second input of the audio interface.  

 

Figure 16, Metal percussion sculpture 
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The wood sculpture works similarly to a rain stick. It is built from two broad pieces 

of wood with small wooden obstructions attached to various places on one side. The 

two pieces of wood should be positioned at roughly 45-degree angles with the ground 

in a vertical formation. Objects will be dropped onto the top of the first board, fall 

down its face, and then onto the top of the second board. A funnel could be built 

above the top board to direct the objects down the sculpture. A contact microphone 

(or two) should be attached to the bottom sides of each piece of wood and routed 

through a local mixer and then into the third input of the audio interface. 

 

 

Figure 17, Wood percussion sculpture 

The water sculpture has two sound producing elements. The first is a bowl of water 

suspended from the ground on a rod. It is filled just under the brim, and there is a 

small hydrophone submerged near the rim. The hydrophone picks up disturbances on 

the surface of the water when objects are dropped into the bowl. Below the bowl there 

is a horizontal piece of sheet metal wider than the diameter of the water bowl 
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skewered and suspended by the rod. There is a contact microphone attached to the 

underside of the sheet metal. When objects are dropped into the water bowl, it 

displaces the water enough to spill it out of the bowl in little drops. The falling water 

strikes the sheet metal and creates sound. Both the contact microphone on the sheet 

metal and the hydrophone in the bowl should be routed to a local mixer and then into 

the fourth input of the audio interface. 

 

Figure 18, Water percussion sculpture 

The following is an illustration of the stage setting. The bowl of rocks should be 

placed in the center of the performance space, and the three percussion sculptures 

should be placed at an equal distance from the bowl surrounding it. The metal 

sculpture should be on the left, the wood sculpture to the right, and the water 

sculpture in the middle. The spacing of this arrangement should ideally take up most 
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of the stage or performance space. The laptop should be set up off stage so as not to 

disturb this visual symmetry. 

 

 

 

Figure 19, Stage setting diagram for Fountain 
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Choreography and notation 

The performance of this piece only requires a few types of actions be taken by 

the musicians: they rustle through the contents of the bowl and remove objects to 

drop them onto the percussion sculptures. The players start the piece by standing 

around the bowl. Players A and C are on either side, and player B stands behind it. 

These are default positions that players revisit to access the bowl’s contents 

throughout the performance. Player A begins rustling through the contents making the 

first sounds. After a short while, player C approaches the bowl and begins rustling 

while player A lifts objects out of the bowl, slowly walks to the metal sculpture, and 

drops them there. Before returning to the bowl, player B begins rustling while player 

C lifts objects from the bowl and drops them onto the wood sculpture. This continues 

in various formations throughout the performance until most objects are removed 

from the bowl.  

In the older version of this piece, the notation prescribed the timing and choreography 

of these performance actions rigidly using a stopwatch. It also used a larger 

vocabulary of graphic symbols that told performers where, when, and for how long to 

drop objects. When I revisited the score, I felt that these restraints and extra 

instructions detracted from the simplistic elegance of the core percussive gesture. It 

imposed an abstract form that was more related to my own aesthetic prejudices rather 

than the musical actions taking place. It also required the performers to avert their 

attention from the actions and divide it among a stopwatch and a piece of paper on 

stage.  
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Figure 20, Score for original version of Fountain 

When I revised the piece, I removed these unnecessary formal restraints and 

hindrances to the musicians’ focus. The current score prescribes only two types of 

actions: either to wait at the central bowl and rustle through its contents or to lift 

objects out of the bowl, walk them to a sculpture, and drop them there. I reduced the 

number of sculptures to three and made each musician responsible for playing one of 

them only. The notation exercises a degree of formal control at the beginning. It 

prescribes the order that players should drop objects on their respective sculptures. 

After the opening, the players are then free to lift rocks out of the bowl and drop them 
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on the sculptures at will. This is qualified by a couple text instructions; one, someone 

must always be rustling through the contents of the glass bowl, and two, the 

performers must repeat these actions until the bowl is empty but for three objects. I 

made the new score simple enough that the musicians could and should perform 

without it. Once the bowl only has a few objects left, the musicians are instructed to 

exit the stage and allow the electronics and glass bowl to perform by themselves for a 

while. If possible, the motor on the shake table and the electronics should be stopped 

at the same time without the performers returning to the stage. 

 

 

Figure 21, Simplified score for Fountain 

 

Digital electronics processing 

The electronics processing in Fountain adds several coloristic and structural 

elements to the composition. It amplifies the signals from each contact microphone 

and transform the sounds’ timbres using combinations of typical distortion, granular 

synthesis, resampling, and delay techniques. I designed each of these effects 

especially for the instruments they embellish. The electronics system also moves 

these processed signals throughout the performance space using the four loudspeakers 
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in various ways. Finally, the electronics system uses amplitude detection on signals 

from the three percussion sculptures to trigger certain functions and increment timbre 

effects throughout the performance. This feature creates a formal counterpart to the 

emptying of the glass bowl because the intensity of the resampling and timbre effects 

increases as objects are removed from the bowl and dropped onto the sculptures. The 

near empty bowl at the end of the piece is analogous to the final state of the 

parameters in the live electronics system. The following is a flow chart of the 

electronics processing system in Fountain, which is explained in detail below. The 

solid arrows represent audio signals, and the dashed arrows represent control signals. 

 

Figure 22, Electronics system diagram from Fountain 
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The system revolves primarily around the input signal from the glass bowl. This 

signal is routed into an effect bus, and then out to the four-channel speaker array. The 

default effect filters lightly the sound of objects moving against the surface of the 

glass. A handful of simple oscillators toggled randomly at an interval are used to 

slowly pan this sound throughout the four speakers. The effect also routes the signal 

through a granular delay and distortion unit generator, but these processes do not 

influence the signal until they are incremented by amplitude triggers from the other 

input channels. Since the score requires that there should always be a performer 

making sound from the glass bowl, this signal creates a consistent backdrop for the 

piece that transforms slowly as its timbral processing increments. 

The input signals from the three percussion sculptures are used in the following ways: 

1) As modulators: the signals are used to modulate the input signal from the 

glass bowl. In this case, it is convenient to use contact microphones, because 

they do not pick up stray sounds from the air and the signals idle at an output 

value of 0. When objects are dropped onto the sculptures and their 

microphones agitated, it automatically creates modulating effects on the 

bowl’s signal. 

2) As samples: the signals are written (and re-written) into buffers, which are 

sampled in fragments and played back as accumulated artifacts throughout the 

speaker array. 

3) As amplitude triggers: the input signals are monitored at a control rate. 

Whenever a signal’s amplitude passes a certain threshold, it opens a gate. 
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When the amplitude dips below the threshold, the gate closes. These gates 

affect the following functions: 

a. When a gate is open, it increments the dormant distortion and granular 

effects on the glass bowl. This increment value is very small because 

the Supercollider control rate sends values 64 times every second. 

While objects are dropped onto a sculpture, its amplitude gate is open 

for about 5 seconds. This means that for every percussive action on 

stage, the effects parameters will increment about 320 times. The 

increment size needs to be “tuned” so that the effects reach their 

maximum strength just as the glass bowl becomes nearly empty at the 

end of the piece. 

b. When a gate is open, it writes (and/or overwrites) that signal into its 

respective buffer. 

c. When a gate is open, it increments the density of resampled fragments 

from the buffers. Again, the increment is small. 

d. When a gate is open, it “excites” the spatial movement of the signal of 

the glass bowl. 

4) As audio signals: the signals are routed through their own effects busses and 

outputted through the speaker array as audio signals. Each of the audio signals 

moves throughout the loudspeaker array in its own fashion. These effects do 

not change throughout the course of the performance, so that the percussion 

sculptures may retain their distinct identities.  
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I designed this electronics system so that it could progress without the use of a clock, 

or any parameter that correlates to abstract performance runtime. The progression of 

the electronics processing is tethered directly to the actions taken on stage. This frees 

the performers from the burden of having to think about performance duration or how 

much time each action should take. It also creates an intelligible connection for the 

audience between the percussive actions and the electronics sounds. 

 

Structure 

The form of Fountain is mapped literally to the actions taking place during its 

performance. There is no abstract notion of time, and the removal of the objects from 

the glass bowl coincides directly with the accumulation of electronic sounds flying 

throughout the performance space. As the objects are removed, the bowl becomes 

lighter and causes objects still inside to move. Once the musicians have emptied the 

bowl except for three objects and leave the stage, they have fully activated the 

autonomous electronic and mechanical processes dormant at the start. The goal of the 

performance is to arrive at this final state and leave the audience to observe the 

electronic and mechanical sounds as well as the contents of the bowl scattered 

throughout the space. 
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BOAL MACHINES (2020) 

Introduction 

Boal Machines is a percussion trio finished in late 2020 for the Line Upon 

Line percussion trio from Austin, Texas. It is a compositional etude that explores a 

technique of rhythmic interaction I call compound polyrhythm. To perform this 

technique, the musicians create chains of simple polyrhythms to generate more 

sophisticated rhythmic aggregates than musicians could ordinarily perform alone. I 

designed a semi-graphic prescriptive notation that presents this process as a sequence 

of simple interactions between the players. The composition is structured as a 

sequence of 15 compound polyrhythms; however, I also inserted transitional material 

and implemented processes of timbral transformation to create a teleological form 

with a defined aesthetic character. 

The piece is scored for an ensemble of non-pitched and semi-pitched percussion 

instruments: bass drum, snare drum, 2 floor toms, 2 congas, triangle, 3 trash cymbals, 

maraca, 3 cowbells, 5 porcelain bowls, 4 metal pipes, 4 brake drums, 4 muted gongs, 

and 5 wood blocks. Two players also use around 30 loose sleigh bells, which they 

drop at different moments onto the horizontal bass drum. The floor toms, congas, and 

snare drum are prepared with buzzers made from bottle caps and electrical tape. Near 

the end of the performance, the players place vibrating electronic toys called 

HexBugs on the floor toms and snare drum. They also activate a sweeping pure tone 

oscillator placed below the bass drum facing its resonant head. This creates 
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sympathetic vibrations that periodically agitate the bells accumulated on the top head. 

These mechanical and electronic preparations gradually contribute to a thicker drone 

texture later in the piece that juxtaposes the pointillistic polyrhythm material from the 

beginning. 

 

 

 

Figure 23, Instrumentation and stage setting for Boal Machines 

 

While preparing to compose this piece, I was playing regularly with a garage band in 

southern California. We often prefaced rehearsals with creativity exercises from 

Agusto Boal’s “Games for Actors and Non-Actors.” In one exercise, Boal instructs 

participants to envision their moving bodies as individual parts of a larger machine: 
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An actor goes into the middle and imagines that he is a moving part in a 
complex machine. He starts doing a movement with his body, a mechanical, 
rhythmic movement, and vocalizing a sound to go with it. Everyone else 
watches and listens, in a circle around the machine. Another person goes up 
and adds another part (her own body) to this mechanical apparatus, with 
another movement and another sound. A third, watching the first two, goes in 
and does the same, so that eventually all the participants are integrated into 
this one machine, which is a synchronized, multiple machine. 

When everyone is part of the machine, the Joker [a provoker role] asks the 
first person to accelerate his rhythm – everyone else must follow this 
modification, since the machine is one entity. When the machine is near to 
explosion, the Joker asks the first person to ease up, gradually to slow down, 
till in their own time the whole group ends together (Boal 94).  

 

This interaction described by Boal fit well with how I envisioned performers in my 

piece interacting to create compounded rhythms. I began to conceptualize the 

polyrhythm structures as distinct sections, or “machines,” that could be built up in 

layers and dismantled in various ways. Boal’s machine exercise also provided the 

original inspirations for some of the compositional processes I applied to these 

polyrhythms. I liked the idea that if one performer began to accelerate, then the 

others, whose tempi are all interrelated, would also have to accelerate to maintain the 

rhythmic relationships. I also embraced the notion that each piece of a machine would 

be small and move in some cyclical (mechanical) fashion. This inspired me to write 

the musical material that enacts the polyrhythmic structures as short repeating 

patterns. 
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Compound polyrhythms 

The idea to chain together simple polyrhythms to generate more complex 

ratios between two voices originated as a solution for creating a measured 

polytemporality without using metronomes or other devices that (in my experience) 

detract from musicians’ interactive focus while performing. In these rhythm chains, 

each player only focuses on one other player. They consider whatever tempo that 

person plays to be a fundamental tempo (i.e. in a ratio of 1:1), regardless of whether 

that person is also playing a polyrhythm against someone else. In the following 

example, the first player plays a stream of notes at a steady tempo. A second player 

enters and plays at a tempo ratio of 3:5 with that of the first player. Then a third 

player enters and plays notes at a ratio of 4:5 with the second player (while ignoring 

the tempo of the first player). A fourth player enters and plays at a ratio of 3:5 with 

the third player (again ignoring the tempo of the first and second players). The ratio 

between the first and fourth players’ rhythms (the ends of the chain) is 36:125. This 

ratio would be difficult for a musician to maintain by themselves, especially while 

considering other aspects of performance as well. The idea is that if the ends of this 

chain (players 1 and 4) are foreground in some way, then composers can make use of 

this complex ratio in melodic counterpoint.  
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Figure 24, Compound polyrhythm example 

In Boal Machines, I restricted the generative polyrhythms to ratios of 3:4, 4:5, and 

3:5. This simplifies the individual performers’ rhythmic responsibilities and limits the 

number of compound ratios available in the composition. I began the compositional 

process by creating a list of all the compound ratios that are generated by 

combinations of the three simple ratios listed above. Since the piece is written for 

three performers, I permuted all the two-step and three-step compounds. Then I 

removed ratios that reduce to 1:1, those that reduce to one of the generative ratios 

(3:4, 4:5, or 3:5), and those that reduce to duplicate ratios already represented by 

other ratios. 

This left 15 unique compound polyrhythms, listed below in ascending order. It should 

be noted that I only considered ratios between 0 and 1, because all the ratios greater 

than 1 are reciprocals of these. When creating polyrhythm chains like this, it doesn’t 

matter whether you conceive of the tempo as slowing (between 0 and 1) or 

accelerating (>1). The tempo relationship between the ends of the chain is the same. 

3 : 5

1 : 1

4 : 5

3 : 5

36 : 125
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Figure 25, The 15 compound polyrhythm ratios used in Boal Machines 

 

After narrowing the ratios down to this list, I translated them into polyrhythmic chain 

structures using musical rhythms. Each of these became the structural skeleton of one 

section in the composition. 

 

3 : 5 + 3 : 5 + 3 : 5 = 27 : 125

3 : 5 + 3 : 5 + 3 : 4 = 27 : 100

3 : 5 + 3 : 5 + 4 : 5 = 36 : 125

3 : 5 + 3 : 4 + 3 : 4 = 27 : 80

3 : 5 + 3 : 5 = 9 : 25

3 : 5 + 4 : 5 + 4 : 5 = 48 : 125

3 : 4 + 3 : 4 + 3 : 4 = 27 : 64

3 : 4 + 3 : 5 = 9 : 20

3 : 5 + 4 : 5 = 12 : 25

4 : 5 + 4 : 5 + 4 : 5 = 64 : 125

3 : 4 + 3 : 4 = 9 : 16

4 : 5 + 4 : 5 = 16 : 25

5 : 4 + 3 : 4 + 3 : 4 = 45 : 64

4 : 3 + 4 : 5 + 4 : 5 = 64 : 75

3 : 4 + 5 : 4 = 15 : 16
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Notation 

Most of these resultant rhythmic ratios in Boal Machines cannot be expressed 

using conventional musical meters or industry-standard engraving software. I 

designed a prescriptive notation that instructs performers to play short repeating 

patterns while maintaining simple polyrhythmic ratios with some other pattern in the 

texture. I indicated these relationships using vertical dashed arrows between the staff 

lines. The score order of the staves corresponds directly to the ensemble layout above, 

and performers only create polyrhythmic relationships with adjacent performers. In 

each “machine” the outside players only ever relate to the center player, and the 

center player relates to either of the outside players. Instructing performers how to 

relate their musical material to one another – as opposed to describing the aggregate 

polyrhythms they should perform – creates a more intelligible and intuitive musical 

task. 

 

Figure 26, Score image from Boal Machines showing dashed arrows to indicate 
tempo relationships between adjacent players 
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To simplify the performers’ task further, the notation controls the flow of time 

loosely. Each successive instruction indicates the time in seconds that it should be 

performed with relation to the previous instruction. Players measure these durations 

intuitively without the use of a stopwatch. The score also does not require the 

performers to align their cycles with specific notes of other performers’ cycles; the 

“downbeats” of concurrent patterns do not need to align. This gives the players space 

to mentally prepare new rhythmic relationships before they begin playing.   

Each performer is responsible for playing between 12-15 percussion instruments, but 

they only need up to 4-5 of those instruments during each section. I did not want to 

assign each of the 12-15 instruments to specific lines or spaces on the musical staves, 

because memorizing those assignments would add mental work for the performers. 

Because each section uses a fixed subset of instruments, I chose to overwrite the 

instrument assignments on the staff at the beginning of each new section.  

 

Figure 27, Score image from Boal Machines showing mid-staff clef changes 
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Even though it contains elements of conventional staff notation, the score to Boal 

Machines prescribes a series of actions and interactions that prioritize the execution 

of these polyrhythmic structures.  Creating an action-based notation also made it 

easier also to include instructions not characterized by musical rhythms or patterns, 

such as the instructions to drop bells onto the bass drum and activate the electronics 

devices. Conventional staff notation (and engraving software) is typically less flexible 

and describes performers’ musical roles in concurrent, but isolated, sequences of 

information. My notation facilitates the variable and modular type of interaction that 

the composition engages and creates a simpler way to present sequences of those 

interactions.  

 

Figure 28, Score image from Boal Machines showing action-based instructions 
embedded into musical staves 
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Structure: transitions, interludes, and timbral development 

The form of Boal Machines is divided into 15 sections, each structured around 

one of the compound polyrhythms listed above. Each section repeats the same basic 

process: one musician plays a short repeating bar, and the others add their own 

patterns in turn to build the polyrhythm aggregate. The work could have been 

presented as a pure etude, or a collection of miniatures, with open instrumentations 

and text instructions for how to enact the rhythmic structures. I was in the mood, 

however, to “write a piece” that presented the rhythmic ideas within a deliberate 

aesthetic framework. I pursued two main strategies to accomplish this; I developed 

varieties of transitional procedures and intermediary materials between the 

polyrhythm machines to diversify the otherwise redundant structural template; and I 

developed a system of global timbral development to create a sense of movement 

throughout the performance and arrival at its end. There were also minor ways that I 

diversified the sections, such as giving each a unique starting tempo and changing the 

order that musicians enter each texture. 

 

Transitions 

The following are descriptions of the transitions between subsequent 

polyrhythm chains, which I varied to maintain a sense of novelty throughout the 

performance. The first two chains end the way Agusto Boal describes in his machine 

exercise. Once the final musical pattern is added, the trio accelerates for a period 
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(following the first performer), decelerates for a period, and then decrescendos to a 

stop.  

 

Figure 29, Score image from Boal Machines showing accelerate-decelerate-fade out 
transition type 

 

The third chain accelerates, then elides into the beginning of an interlude without 

decelerating. 

 

Figure 30, Score image from Boal Machines showing accelerate-elide transition type 
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The fourth chain does not accelerate but decelerates while undergoing a process of 

degradation. The players’ patterns are gradually transformed by including more and 

more rests before the remaining pattern elides with the fifth chain. 

 

Figure 31, Score image from Boal Machines showing decelerate-degrade transition 
type 

 

The fifth chain ends the same way as the first two, and the sixth chain ends the same 

way as the third. The next novel transition occurs between chains seven and eight, 

where the aggregate pattern from the end of the seventh chain transforms into the 

eighth chain without changing speed or fading out. Then the eighth chain ends as the 

first, second, and fifth chains do. 
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Figure 32, Score image from Boal Machines showing transformation transition type 

 

The transitions between the remaining chains do not add anymore unique 

compositional procedures. The ninth, tenth, and eleventh chains all either accelerate, 

decelerate, and fade away or accelerate and elide into the next material. The twelfth 

through fifteenth chains are combined with later stages of the piece’s global timbral 

development and degrade or transition smoothly between one another (such as chains 

four and seven).  
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Interludes 

It is difficult for listeners to distinguish between many of the complex ratios 

achieved in Boal Machines (which also might be the reason they are difficult to play). 

The difference between 12:25 (0.48) and 27:64 (~0.42), for example, is imperceptible 

to an average listener or musician. Therefore, in addition to the transitions, I added 

six short interludes throughout the piece in which the performers play in the same 

meter and tempo. I thought that by adding unison material at strategic moments, it 

could function as a “palate cleanser” to refresh listeners’ appraisal of complex 

rhythmic ratios throughout the piece. The interludes use drums as their 

instrumentation, a sound world foreign to the polyrhythm chains until much later in 

the piece (discussed below). They also increase in length throughout the piece (from 6 

beats to 48 beats) so that they gradually acquire more structural significance with 

relation to the polyrhythmic material. 

 

Figure 33, Score image from Boal Machines showing single-ictus drum interlude 

 

( ) ( )
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Timbral development 

There are both local and global layers of timbral transformation in Boal 

Machines. Each polyrhythm section uses a specific orchestration. Because the 

musical material for each section is added in layers, its full orchestration also 

manifests gradually. In most cases, the realization of an orchestration coincides with 

the realization of the section’s polyrhythmic structure.  

When viewed as a sequence, the orchestrations of successive sections create a global 

timbral development. The first four polyrhythm sections only use the metal (pipes, 

gongs, brake drums) and porcelain instruments from each player’s instrumentation. 

The timbre of these sections is juxtaposed by the drum sounds used in the early 

interludes. Novel sounds are added between polyrhythm sections 5 and 12 in the 

following order: trash cymbal (section 5), woodblock (6), conga/triangle/snare (9), 

cowbell/maraca (10), tom-toms (11), and bass drum (12). The ratio of drums sounds 

to non-drum sounds within each section increases between sections 5 and 12, which 

uses only drums. The 12th polyrhythm section is arrived at through elision from the 

final and longest drum interlude. This creates an important structural moment where 

the confluence of timbre finally binds the interludes and polyrhythm sections.  

In section 13, the players begin to activate the electronics devices. The first set of 

electronics devices are HexBugs. These are small toys made from a vibrator and 

rubber legs that move around flat surfaces in chaotic ways. One a time, the players 

add a player to the snare drum and the two floor toms. These interact with the bottle 
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cap preparations of the drum to create a buzzing resonance that follows the contours 

of the toys moving around the drumheads.  

 

Figure 34, HexBugs and bottle cap preparations on snare drum 

The second electronics device is a loudspeaker placed underneath the bass drum 

facing its resonant head. The loudspeaker outputs a pure wave that rises and falls in 

frequency. As the frequency of the wave passes through resonant frequencies of the 

bass drum, it causes the drumheads to vibrate and agitates the tiny bells that were 

dropped onto the drum during sections 3, 5, 6, 9, and 10. This is the basic 

phenomenon at work in a composition by Alvin Lucier called Music for Pure Waves, 

Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulums from 1980. Lucier says that “as the waves flow 

through the drumheads, the balls are sent on excursions of various lengths, depending 
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upon the force of the resonances. It often happens that a ball will fall back to a 

drumhead just as that head is vibrating outwardly; the ball may be propelled away 

from the head in extremely long excursions… If a ball is caught when the drumhead 

is in an inward mode, it may be stopped dead” (Lucier 9-10). This phenomenon in my 

piece creates a noisy rattle that appears and disappears in unexpected cyclical waves. 

The combined sounds of the HexBugs on the three smaller drums and the oscillator 

and bells on the bass drum create an ecological system of mechanical sounds creates a 

poetic juxtaposition with the pointillistic rhythm framework of the composition. 

The following is a summary of the piece’s structure. It includes the rhythmic ratio 

established in each section, its orchestration (including to order instruments accrue 

within the section), how each section transitions to the next, and the locations of the 

six drum interludes. 

 

 

 

Polyrhythm #1 (27 : 80)

bowls
brake drums
pipes/gongs

trans., accel, decel, fade

Interlude #1 (6 beats)

Polyrhythm #2 (27 : 64)

bowls
brake drums
pipes/gongs

trans., accel, decel, fade

Interlude #2 (13 beats)

Polyrhythm #3 (27 : 125)

brake drums
bowls
pipes
gongs
+ bells

trans., accel, elide to 
interlude 3

Interlude #3 (16 beats)

Polyrhythm #4 (9 : 16)

pipes
brake drums
gongs

trans., decel, degrade, 
elide to #5

Polyrhythm #5 (9 : 25) 

gongs, bowls
brake drums, trash cym. 
pipes, bowls
+ bells

trans., accel, decel, fade
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Figure 35, Formal summary of Boal Machines 

 

 

Interlude #4 (14 beats)

Polyrhythm #6 (45 : 64)

bowls
brake drums, woodblock
gongs
pipes, bowls
+ bells

trans., accel, elide to #7

Polyrhythm #7 (15 : 16)

brake drums, trash cym., 
woodblock

bowls, pipes, gongs, 
woodblocks

trans., morphs into #8

Polyrhythm #8 (16 : 25) 

gongs, trash cym., 
woodblock

brake drums, trash cym., 
woodblock

trash cym., woodblock

trans., accel, decel, fade

Polyrhythm #9 (12 : 25)

pipes, bowls, conga
triangle, snare
gongs, bowls
woodblocks
+ bells

trans., accel, elide to
 interlude #5

Interlude #5 (21 beats)

Polyrhythm #10 (48 : 125)

snare
maraca
cowbell, conga
woodblocks
+ bells

trans., accel, elide to #11

Polyrhythm #11 (64 : 75) 

pipes, brake drums
gongs
congas, toms

trans., accel, decel, fade

Interlude #6 (48 beats)

Polyrhythm #12 (36 : 125)

conga
snare
bass drum
tom

trans., accel, morphs into # 13

Polyrhythm #13 (9 : 20)

pipes
oscillator, HexBug on snare
brake drums
gongs

trans., morphs into # 14

Polyrhythm #14 (27 : 100) 

(oscillator, HexBug)
gongs, tom
brake drums
pipes, conga

trans., morphs into # 15

Polyrhythm #15 (64 : 125) 

(oscillator, HexBugs)
bowl
maraca
cowbell, woodblock
triangle

trans., players stop, electronics 
deactivated gradually
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